Abstract. The 11 August 1999 total solar eclipse had been studied using a large array of stations in Central Europe (Bencze et al., 2005) . According to the result of this study, the amplitudes of the field line resonance (FLR)-type pulsations decreased in and around the dark spot by about a factor of 2, and this decrease moved with the velocity of the dark spot in the same direction. This decrease was interpreted as a switch-off of the FLR-type pulsations, due to a change in the eigenperiod of the field line as a consequence of a change in the charged particle distribution along the field line. An effect was also found in the phase of the (magnetic or electric) perpendicular components.
Introduction
A total solar eclipse swept over Central Europe, including Hungary, on 11 August 1999 between about 10:00 and 12:00 UT. As the density of the geomagnetic observatories is highest here, and many temporary stations were operated during that time, a unique opportunity was given to study the effect of the eclipse on geomagnetic variations. A Hungarian-German-Japanese-Czech group studied the geomagnetic pulsations during the eclipse, mainly in the Pc3 period range=15-45 s) (Bencze et al., 2005) .
Pc3 pulsations have two different generation mechanisms, even if the primary source is for both types the upstream waves excited in the pre-shock interplanetary space. These waves have a rather flat spectrum, peaked at a period depending on the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) (B), on average as T(s)=170/B(nT) (Verõ, 1986) . A part of the upstream waves (UW) penetrates without significant modification into the magnetosphere and reaches the surface, causing UW-type activity there with identical periods at all latitudes.
Another part excites resonance of the geomagnetic field lines and correspondingly its period increases with increasing geomagnetic latitude (or L-value) . This resonance is sensitive to changes in the primary UW spectrum (Verõ et al., 1998) and by it, to changes in the IMF. If the latter is variable, the two types, field line resonance (FLR) and UW, may quickly alternate. FLR signals have an amplification by a factor of about 3, thus they oppress UW signals, if both are simultaneously present. (Verõ, 1972) . Bencze et al. (2005) studied Pc3 pulsations during the 1999 eclipse. They found a localised decrease in their activity, concentrated at the dark spot. The amplitude decrease amounted to about 50 percent. Leaving the totality zone, the effect disappeared rather quickly. Moreover, the decrease moved in the same direction as the dark spot, and the velocities were similar, too. This effect was interpreted as a switch-off of the FLR mechanism due to a change in the eigenperiod of the geomagnetic field lines in consequence of a loss of charged particles along the field line. Since without solar electromagnetic radiation, the electron density decreases in the lower part of the ionosphere and consequently upward transport of charged particles weakens and the density of charged particles decreases both in the upper ionosphere and plasmasphere.
The Sopron group started investigations of the source effect in induction parameters in the late sixties, following the ideas of Price (1962) on the dimension of the inducing (source) field A structure similar to the field-line resonance, i.e. E-W direction elongated, namely the auroral electrojet has been studied from an induction point of view by Mareschal, 1981; Pirjola, 1982, etc . A multi-nation East European array of stations was operated in 1969 to study magnetotelluric (MT) parameters when pulsations have latitude dependent periods, i.e. if in modern terms, FLR activity is present (Ádám et al., 1976) . It was shown that MT apparent resistivities coincide for FLR and mixed-type variations measured at the Nagycenk (NCK) observatory. Impedance elements computed from low amplitude UW intervals are rejected in mixed activity against those from higher amplitude FLR signals. Pilipenko and Fedotov (1993) tried, at first, to separate MT values from UW and FLR activities. They assured an opposite effect and emphasised lower quality data, if resulting from FLR-type pulsations, while we claim high quality data just from such an activity. Their theory cannot be discussed in this paper.
Material used and processing method
The aim of the present study was to investigate the eclipse effect on EM induction parameters, among them, on MT impedance tensor elements and on induction vectors. The impedance tensor is the complex transfer function between the horizontal magnetic and electric field (Cagniard, 1953; Weaver, 1994) , and the induction vector is the complex transfer function between the vertical magnetic field and the horizontal magnetic field (Wiese, 1965 ) (see Appendix). Both depend on the period of the variations used. At a given period, all these parameters in a first approximation only depend on the geoelectric structure below the station. Secondary effects -as a source effect -may be due to the character of the incoming signal and to the geoelectric environment of the station.
We choose the two stations given with co-ordinates in Table 1 for the study of the eclipse effect in induction methods. BBZ is the westernmost European station in the totality zone. Here three magnetic components were available with a sampling interval of 2 s. NCK is among the easternmost stations, and here both magnetic and electric records were available with a sampling interval of 1 s.
We used in our study magnetic and telluric current/vertical magnetic records. The greatest part of the processing of these data was carried out using the MT program system of the Sopron Institute. Figure 1 presents the scheme of this program, indicating also the type of the data obtained from it and used in this study. Complex amplitudes are determined, corresponding to certain period ranges with central periods differing by ten percent. The results are average amplitudes (spectra), coherences between different components of a station, as well as the MT impedance tensors computed from NCK magnetic and electric data (Fig. 1) , both the whole interval (08:00-14:00 UT) and parts of it were used in the following. For the computation of the induction vectors, both electric components were substituted by vertical magnetic records.
Eclipse effect in NCK pulsation activity
The NCK observatory was situated in the totality zone. Here both magnetic and electric (earth current) data were available, thus the behaviour of the MT impedance tensor could also be studied.
All the data series were filtered in the full period range of Pc3, i.e. between 15 and 45 s, using the program described in Fig. 1 . Filtered amplitudes and MT sounding curves were determined, both for monitoring the accuracy of the two independently recorded data and to obtain information about the character of the electromagnetic field and about its eventual changes. Figure 2 presents the average amplitude in the magnetic H-component in each minute at 24 s, i.e. at the local FLR period (22-24 s). The totality occurred at 10:47 UT and had a duration of 1.5 min. Before 10:18 UT the FLR-type activity was strong. This is confirmed by the period of the activity (24 s) and by the beating structure: amplitudes increase and decrease in 3-4 min, making beats consisting of about 8 to 10 cycles, as usual (Verõ and Miletits, 1994) .
Around 10:20 UT the amplitudes decreased significantly, by a factor of about two less than previously, and the beating structure is less evident. At 10:48 UT there is a sudden increase in the amplitude. This event consisted of rather irregular beats. At 10:51 UT the pulsation activity was switched off.
The NCK data correspond to a switch-off of the preexisting FLR type pulsations during the totality and for a certain time interval afterwards. Another quite similar event did occur earlier on the same day, between 08:15-08:40 UT, when it was not connected with the eclipse, and similar switch-offs are by no means seldom.
The disappearance of the pulsations alone is not necessarily an eclipse effect. The attenuation has to be restricted to the zone of the dark spot and it has to move synchronously with it.
Eclipse effect in NCK impedance elements
The values of the MT impedance elements were determined from each 30 min interval around the eclipse and from the full interval between 08:00-14:00 UT. Figure 3 shows the MT sounding curve from the full interval. The quality is very high, are the quality parameters of the apparent resistivities are well above the average, even for those measured in the observatory. Computations made with the program presented in Fig. 1 automatically reject the impedance values from time intervals not fulfilling coherence conditions. This strictly corresponds to the plane-wave cases.
A detailed study of the main (Z xy , Z yx ) impedance elements computed for the local FLR periods (22-29 s) is shown in Fig. 4 . (Outside of this range some impedance values are missing because of low activity or have no significant variations). The impedance elements at 22 s were nearly constant until 10:30 UT, afterwards the variability increased very significantly (from less than 10 percent to 50 percent) and the variations continued until about 12:00 UT. It is especially characteristic that the variations of the two main impedance elements have opposite signs, thus the average impedance elements are roughly constant. The same is valid for the ratio of the electric and magnetic fields; thus the changes are mostly due to changes in the phase differences between the components. The situation is similar with the 24 s impedances, but here the changes are less in antiphase. There is a further interesting feature of the temporal changes in the impedances: the changes were greatest just in the local FLR range, at longer periods the changes were somewhat less, and started earlier. This might be in connection with the fact that before it had reached NCK the path of the eclipse was at higher magnetic latitudes (L-values), where the FLR periods are longer, thus these longer periods could become earlier disturbed, too. For example, at Hartland (England), where the (near) totality occurred at 10:14 UT, the FLR period was about 35 s. Later, the dark spot swept over Europe with an effect at decreasing periods. According to these figures, the connection between the magnetic and electric fields changed during the eclipse in the FLR period range. It is, however, to be mentioned that up to now, there had been no experimental indication for some deviation between impedances computed from UW-and FLR-type pulsations.
There is a further possibility to check the connection between local magnetic and electric fields during the eclipse. The program presented in Fig. 1 yields the coherence values for groups of ten amplitudes, sliding the initial point of computation each time by two amplitudes, if the selected coherence condition is not fulfilled, and if it is fulfilled, by ten amplitudes, i.e. by the accepted series. Coherence is computed in each case between the two mutually perpendicular components of the magnetic and electric fields. The coherence condition is generally 0.9, sometimes, especially in the case of strong electromagnetic noise and/or strong geologic distortions the condition is lowered down to as low a value as 0.6.
The information about coherence can be used here to show the correspondence or similarity between the two fields. The coherence decreases, if the ratio of the amplitudes changes and/or if the phase difference changes between them. The coherence is more sensitive to changes in the phase difference, i.e. to polarisation, than to the change in the amplitude ratio (Bencze et al., 2005) .
The number of amplitude-vectors fulfilling the 0.9 and the 0.8 coherence conditions are plotted in Fig. 5 vs. time. The first part shows this amount in the interval 08:00-09:00 UT, where between 08:15-08:40 UT the mentioned switch-off occurred. The coherence did not reach the 0.9 limit and even the 0.8 limit was seldom reached.
The switch-off which is possibly in connection with the eclipse lasted from 10:49 until 11:37 UT. During this time, the coherence reached in a few cases the 0.9 limit, but until 11:02 UT no such case occurred, and the amounts were everywhere lower than elsewhere. Between 08:00 and 14:00 UT no such sections were found.
The decrease in the coherence can be caused simply by the low amplitudes of the incoming signal and by the corresponding low signal to noise ratio. The other possibility is a high variability in the magnetic-electric components, more exactly of the numerical values (impedance elements) in the equations connecting the two fields. As mentioned, the coherence is more sensitive for phase differences and therefore the irregularly changing phase situation may also cause the low coherence, that was sometimes close to zero. Apparently, the coherence is much higher during active FLR and it decreases during UW intervals. This had been else where often observed in MT measurements, even if the cause was not understood. In case of UW signals coming directly from interplanetary space, the coherence is reduced more significantly than expected on the basis of the then low amplitudes, both in other MT studies and during the eclipse. In summary, the activity of pulsations decreased significantly at NCK during the eclipse, as compared to previous pulsation activity; furthermore, it is very likely that the transfer function between the magnetic and electric components was also modified. The coherence between the magnetic and electric components was during the eclipse time extremely low. 
Eclipse effect on induction vectors (NCK and BBZ)
The transfer functions between the vertical and the horizontal magnetic components, and the induction vectors (or tippers), are complex quantities, too. As the real parts are mostly greater than the imaginary ones (e.g. at both NCK and BBZ the real parts are about twice the imaginary parts) , we only use in the following the former ones. The domination of the real component among our data proves Schmucker's (1970) early suggestion that the (anomalous) vertical field is almost in phase with the inducing horizontal field. Induction vectors depend on the local and regional geological structure and sensitively indicate conductivity inhomogeneities. We computed induction vectors for the stations NCK and BBZ, being the most distant available stations in the totality zone. The vectors were computed in 30-and 120-min intervals within the 08:00-14:00 UT interval for periods 18-52 s. The coherence limit was set here at 0.6, as in the case of the vertical magnetic component, low amplitudes result in a low signal to noise ratio and correspondingly in low coherences.
The average amplitudes of the sections accepted according to the above coherence condition are plotted in Figs. 6a-c. NCK data are shown here for the three 2-h time intervals, for periods 19-32 s. In the strict sense of the word, they are no spectra, as amplitudes were determined from different (accepted) sections for each period. These pseudo-spectra (Figs. 6a-c) show lower amplitudes during the eclipse (10:00-12:00 UT) than elsewhere at all periods in the horizontal components and also in the vertical component. But only at periods longer than 26.5 s, is the difference, however, not too big to impede the computation of the induction vectors, and it corresponds to the eclipse effect even in these selected -therefore highest -amplitude sections. These pseudo-spectra indicate the possibility of the determination of the tippers due to the amplitude decrease during the eclipse. The average direction of the tippers is in the Pc3 range at NCK SW, at BBZ SSE. The NCK tippers in the period range 18-52 s are plotted in Fig. 7 for the three 2-h intervals. Outside of the FLR range (24-29 s) the scatter is rather high, due to the low quantity of the accepted sections. In the FLR range (Fig. 8) the tippers in the eclipse interval are less than outside of the eclipse time. This difference (0.08 against 0.23) is quite stable within this FLR range.
A similar processing yielded for BBZ low and stable values for the tipper in the FLR range. The average tippers are around 0.4 at periods 22-26.5 s in comparison to 0.6 at longer periods (Fig. 9) . For longer periods, the difference stepwise disappeared. No similar change was found outside of the eclipse time. At periods shorter than 22 s, no reliable tippers were obtained.
Thus, the eclipse resulted at both stations in a decrease in the induction effect, that is, of the vertical magnetic component as related to the horizontal components. The effect was also studied in a higher time resolution, i.e. in 30-min intervals. In Fig. 10 , NCK tippers are plotted vs. time for periods 22, 24 and 26.5 s. A significant decrease is evident at 24 s, starting at 10:30 UT. At 22 s, the decrease at 11:30 UT may indicate that the dark spot reached the corresponding low latitudes, too. Some decreases of the tippers were found at BBZ, too (Fig. 11) . The decreases started at periods of 22 and 26.5 s earlier, (09:30 UT) than at NCK, again indicating the earlier eclipse there. A similar early decrease appeared at NCK tippers (09:00 UT), too, which is of unknown origin.
Discussion
The aim of the present study was to investigate the effect of a total solar eclipse on induction parameters. As far as we know, no similar study had been carried out in the past.
According to a study of the effect of the eclipse on Pc3 pulsations (Bencze et al., 2005) , the FLR mechanism ceased to amplify corresponding UW periods, and therefore the type of pulsations producing the induction effect switched from mainly an FLR-type activity to mainly a UW-type for an interval starting simultaneously with the eclipse and lasting longer than the eclipse lasted. This switch moved together with the dark spot.
Induction parameters studied included MT impedance elements and induction vectors. The scatter of the impedance elements enormously increased in the FLR range during and after the eclipse, with nearly constant average apparent resistivities. This may be related to changing phase relations between the H and D magnetic components. The phase difference variations are much more concentrated in a narrow phase range for FLR-type pulsations than for UW (see Bencze et al., 2005) . In the case of the induction vectors (real part of the tippers), significantly lower values were found during the eclipse than in other times in the FLR range. In some cases the start of the decrease in the tipper shifted simultaneously with the dark spot.
The concurrent explanation of the observed effects would be a purely random scatter due to low activity and a correspondingly worse signal to noise ratio. However, the detected changes are too systematic to be of a purely random origin. In addition, experience with the computation of these induction parameters convinced us that the observed effects are no artefacts of industrial or other noise.
The physical source of the changes in the induction parameters is supposedly a change in the distribution of the induced currents, which is a typical change in the source. FLR-type variations are restricted to a narrow (100-200 km wide) E-W directed strip, while UW type pulsations are induced in a wide area in a great part of the daytime hemisphere. In the latter case, the variable H-D phase relations refer to a changing distribution of the UW originating currents.
The alternation of FLR-and UW-type pulsations may result in certain changes in the induction parameters. This may appear as a scatter of the computed parameters, naturally only in the FLR period range, where two different kinds of sources are active. This can be the cause for unexpected scatter if the pulsation activity is low. Else where, just the low amplitude of the UW-type activity means that in long records, UW sections have very low weights or they are fully eliminated by the coherence conditions. It is to be noted that during the whole interval of the eclipse, both the ionospheric and magnetospheric parameters (especially electron density) continuously changed. Therefore, no stable condition for the appearance of FLR could develop, i.e. the induction effect had to change, too, during the eclipse.
Appendix A
The equations of the magnetotelluric method and of the geomagnetic induction arrows (tippers) are based on the Maxwell equations.
a) Magnetotelluric (MT) method
Apparent electric resistivities at a certain point are determined from variations of the electric (E) and magnetic (H ) field at a certain period T . Using the complex components of the transfer function -i.e. of the impedance tensor Z -, the basic formulas express the connection between the E and H field variations: E x (T ) = Z xx (T )H x (T ) + Z xy (T )H y (T ), E y (T ) = Z yx (T )H x (T ) + Z yy (T )H y (T ).
The so-called apparent resitivity and its phase are in practical units:
Where E is in units mV/km, H is in nT, the apparent resistivity is in ohmm. One obtains the value of the maximum and minimum impedances (and apparent resistivities) by rotating the components of Z by an angle to be determined from the components.
Apparent resistivity and phase vs. period give the sounding curves. Here X is a complex quantity, the absolute value of the resultant both for the real and imaginary parts yields the corresponding induction arrows, its direction is:
